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Trigger must reduce event rates from GHz to ~200 Hz 
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Object Physics Measurements Examples Trigger Chains 
electrons Higgs, new gauge bosons, extra dim, SUSY, W, top e25i, 2e15i 
photons Higgs, extra dim, SUSY γ60i,  2γ20i 
muons Higgs, new gauge bosons, extra dim, SUSY, W, top µ20i,  2µ10 
jets SUSY, compositeness, resonances j400, 3j165, 4j110 
jet+missing ET SUSY, leptoquarks j70 + xE70 
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Level-2: partial reconstruction 
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High Level Trigger selection 
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Inclusive trigger 
Confirm L1, inclusive and 
semi-incl., simple topology, 
vertex rec. 
Confirm L2, more refined 
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Deviated muon found in coincidence windows   RPC time 
resolution 
σ=1.9 ns  
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and 
then insert it again.
Inclusive µ cross‐sec5on @ LHC         
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  ~7200 projective trigger towers: Δη x Δϕ = 0.1 x 0.1 
  Acceptance coverage: |η|=4.9 (FCAL) 
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e10 trigger eﬃciency as a func@on of ET and η 
L1 effective threshold 























































HLT algorithms (tracking) used during cosmic runs 
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Some LHC events 









































































Open  = non-isolated 
Closed = isolated 
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 
Back‐up slides 
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